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SCIENCE
Single and multi-volume collections, covering Physical Science,
Earth Science, Environmental Studies and General Science
GENERAL SCIENCE
Britannica Illustrated Science Library

Amazing graphics - more than 1,000 per title - combined with
concise summaries, help students understand complex subjects.
Supporting the science curriculum, each title also contains a
glossary with full definitions for vocabulary.

LITERATURE
The Britannica Guide to Literary Elements

The advent of the written word and the attendant transformati on of
language and li terature sparked the development of new forms of
expression and copious li teracy devices. Such i nstruments of poetry
and prose can fi nesse turns of phrase, render the foreign familiar or
simply texture plot lines. The literacy terms surveyed in these fascinating
volumes describe the content, structure and characteristics of some
of the world's most celebrated bodies of verse, drama, ficti on and
nonficti on. Si debars spotli ght some of the modern and traditional
writers and works that have enriched discourse and communication.

Free linked MARC records enable
search, discovery and access to
Britannica eBook collections and titles
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RELIGION

HISTORY

Britannica Encyclopedia of World Religions

The Britannica Guide to Ancient Civilizations

The Britannica Encyclopedia of World Religions gives students
greater insight into stories behind the headings by providing in-depth
coverage of the religions that shape the world. This authoritative and
comprehensive book answers your questions and exposes you to
concepts, movements, people and events associated with living and
ancients religions, including Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam
and Judaism.

The innovation and progress that characterise modernity often eclipse
the accomplishments of ages past. However, close examination of
ancient civilisations reveals sophistications on both thought and
accomplishment that in some ways surpass what is observed in the
present. This series details the ancient lifestyles and cultures that have
produced concepts and technologies still in use today.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

ECONOMICS

The Environment: Ours to Save

Economics: Taking the Mystery Out of Money

Through a comprehensive and balanced examination of the greatest
threats to our planet and the steps being taken to mitigate their harmful
effects, this thought-provoking series challenges readers to consider
their own attitudes and behaviours concerning the environment and
its treatment.

Readers examine the role of banks and the process of business
financing in these informative volumes. Insightful text breaks down
such terms as interest rate, capital, and dividend, as content covers
how individuals and businesses work with banks and other means of
financing to raise and manage funds.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY

Introduction to Physics I and II

Computing and Connecting in the 21st Century

Explore the fundamental concepts behind light, heat, sound, matter,
and other key topics in these detailed and colourful volumes.
Students are also introduced to the development of physics, through
biographies of the brilliant minds that advanced each area.

What are the technologies that keep us informed, entertained, and
connected? A thorough examination of the history and evolution of a
wide variety of innovations also introduces readers to the individuals
whose work brought forth the systems and networks that we have
come to depend on today.
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BRITANNICA DISCOVERY LIBRARY

BRITANNICA STUDENT ENCYCLOPEDIA

The Britannica Discovery Library is a charming, lavishly illustrated
12-volume set of "concepts and values" books specifically created
for young learners ages 3-6. Children are introduced to various
texts and genres, including rhymes, narratives, puzzles and riddles.
Key vocabulary words are highlighted throughout and defined at
the back of each book. The set is ideal for pre-readers and early
readers as each volume contains activities to build language,
critical thinking and comprehension skills.

Britannica Student Encyclopedia - entertaining and informative,
the newly updated Britannica Student Encyclopedia helps children
gain a better understanding of their world. Updated with more than
2,250 captivating articles. Children are sure to immerse themselves
in 2,700 photos, charts, and tables that help explain concepts and
subjects, as well as 1,200 maps and flags from across the globe.

USE OUR E-STAX1M PLATFORM TO ACCESS AND MANAGE YOUR E-BOOKS
►

Session-based viewing history tracks recent activity and
enables users to return to books that were previously viewed

►

Access for online reading via PDF - PC/Mac,
Android-based tablets and iPad (EPUB)

►

Download capability via iPad app, Android app
and iOffline application for PC/Mac

►

Social/sharing options via Pinterest, Facebook,
Twitter, Linkedln, or email

►

Prominently featured citation tool with MLA,
APA and Chicago Manual of Style

CONTACT BRITANNICA TODAY!
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